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The STORY:
They were neighbors. They fell in love. As their love 

grew, so did their need for a larger apartment. So they 
decided to unite their two places into one. The idea was 
to bring together not only the living space, but also their 

lifestyles. 

The Challenge:
To merge two apartments into one and maintain the 

quality of the interior with spaciousness and brightness 
in 100 sq m / 1080 sq ft. 

To create a space that is contemporary and functional, 
with custom-made furniture and natural materials - all of 

that at a reasonable cost. 

The Result:
We fully exploited the advantages of an apartment with 

a south view, creating a very light, open area with 
flowing lines.  

By using smooth continuous shapes and a perfect 
transition of materials and colors, we define a trully 

singular experience in design!  
The result is a modern and tailored space, suited to the 

lifestyle of its owners! 

Project Philosophy:
The World in 2015 is  not just about the place or the 

people. It is about the experiences, which are always 
different. With this project we define new ideas of living - 

revolving design around passion, creating separate 
sceneries for the separate moods.  

In this project we were looking for a contemporary 
vision, destinguished by quality and creativity. An 

apartment of passion, at a reasonable cost.  

We believe we created a trully great space to inhabit! 

ENJOY!
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1. Entrance Hall
2. Kitchen
3. Dining
4. Living
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6. WC
7. Nursery
8. Master bedroom
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Separation of the apartment’s functions and volumes is 
done visually through the strip of oak parquet climbing the 

wall and ceiling. 

Having an open view from the living room to the foyer, 
connects the two spaces and makes the not-so-big 

apartment look spacious and light.  

The contrasting mix of black and white, tamed by the 
warmth of the natural oak parquet, creates a calm, non-
intruding environment. Marble, wood, black metal and 
cotton define a space that brings together nature and 

technology. 



HE loves to read in the evening. Thus, we decided on a 
great Artemide ceiling lamp, which rotates 360 degrees 
and can be adjusted to light wherever one decides to 
sit. SHE listens to music. We introduced echopol - 
sound insulating and looking great. 

The dream of our clients was a modern apartment, 
equiped with design and stylish pieces, where 
every object has its place. A place, where they 
can stay at Home, far away of the World. A sanctuary.  

The living room is wide and bright, characterized 
by a mix of smooth lines, natural 
materials and neutral colors. 



The space is arranged only with a few 
furnuture pieces, all of which are tailor-made for this 
particular apartment. The oak table is hand-crafted, 
the sofa is produced to the desired softness, and all 

pieces have the same unique cast metal bases. 

The lamps and hidden LEDs allow for different 
scenery, according to the mood and occasion. The 
sound insulation redefines sound experience, but it 

also gives the apartment a unique touch. 

This is the area of the apartment, in 
 which cooking, relaxing and communicating become 

one. 

INTERIOR, CHARACTERIZED BY ARCHITECTURAL 
SEQUENCES RATHER THAN MERELY DECORATION 

AND FURNISHING



What the couple had in common was the love of great 
food. So, the concept of the apartment was centered 
around this passion. We created an elevated kitchen, 

with an isle floating halfway in the air. 

The most important item in the apartament is the Island, 
placed in the middle of the space, literally raised in cult. 

Like a silent inhabitant of the house, it invites you to 
touch it, to feel it and to use it! While you are cooking, 

you are not merely a part of the conversation in the 
living area, but the host, the master or the DJ. 

The Details are so important: 
Refrigerator with a winery, multifunctional dishwasher, 

smart ovens and so many other hidden features! 
All small things that make life easier. 



The most intimate and personal space. The room is 
simple, but full of meanings. It reflects our clients’ love 
for purity and cleanness. Every detail is selected with 
care: the lamps, the chair, the mirror. The natural oak 
wall reflects the warmth, which we want to implement 
into the global sense ot coziness. 

Much emphasis was given on the contemporary and 
trendy solution of putting the bathtub in the room. Now 
you can relax in the bathtub and enjoy the mountain 
view. 

The hidden wardrobe is also custom, divided into two - 
with shelves and hangers for HIM and HER. 



When they were still neighbors, SHE had a bathtub and 
they loved spending time in it, however tight it was. The 

solution - an amazing jacuzzi tub for two with head pillows 
for each - what a better way to chill.  

This bathroom is clean and defined by love. A double 
jacuzzi bathtub, hidden cabinets, light and floor heating - 

all that you need after a hard workday. 

The bathroom carries the living room elements, the cubic 
style and the floating objects, representing a coherent 

design throughout the apartment. 



Going forward…



About us: 
Pavel Yanev was born in Bulgaria in 1985 into a 
family of a civil engineers. While studying at The 
University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and 
Geodesy in his country, he worked in the office of a 
few local architects. After graduating in 2009, he 
started working on a small residential and hotel 
projects.

In 2010, he founded “ALL in Studio”  with an office in 
Sofia. The studio creates spaces with the idea to 
improve the surrounding of the environment, however 
big or small it is. One of the latest projects they have 
completed is the Carlsberg Bulgaria office, which is 
the HQ of the company for Eastern Europe.
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